Asymmetrical rail grinding in sharp-radius curves could reduce the side wear of railheads and enhance curve capacity of rail vehicles. The wheel/rail contact performance and curve capacity could be further improved by the optimization of the asymmetrical rail grinding target profile. In order to modify the target profile smoothly, the nonuniform rational Bspline curve with adjustable weight factors is used to establish a parameterized model of railhead curves in the asymmetrical grinding region. The indices of contact performance and curve capacity for different weight factors are obtained using experiment design and service performance simulation. Two Kriging surrogate models are proposed, in which the design variables are the adjustable weight factors, and the response parameters are the indices of contact performance and curve capacity, respectively. The multi-objective optimization model of the target profile is established, in which the objective functions are the two Kriging surrogate models of contact performance and curve capacity. The optimized weight factors are sought using a nondominated sorting genetic algorithm II, and the corresponding optimal target profile is obtained. The wheel/rail service performance simulation before and after optimization indicates that the contact performance and curve capacity are improved significantly.
Introduction
With the increase in speed and quantity of rail vehicles, rail side wear has become important in sharp-radius curves (for the passenger train operating at speed up to 250 km/h, the sharp curve means that the curvature radius is \4000 m), and rail corrosion has fallen into the category of rail damage. 1 It may improve the guidance ability by increasing rolling radius difference of wheelsets, reduce the wear between flange and inner side of rail, and prolong the rail service life three times by means of asymmetrical rail grinding in sharp-radius curves. 2, 3 A reasonable target profile of asymmetrical rail grinding could guarantee the grinding quality and improve the wheel/rail relation in sharp-radius curves significantly. Therefore, some researchers have focused on the optimization of the target profile for asymmetrical rail grinding in sharp-radius curves. In order to improve the rail grinding quality in curves, and to 1 decrease the cost of rail grinding, Sroba et al. 4 designed several grinding target profiles with differential rail gauge corners to obtain the optimal grinding target profile in curves. For the purpose of obtaining a reasonable rolling radius difference and reducing contact stress, Jia and Si 5 designed an optimal grinding target profile in sharp-radius curves based on practical rail grinding experience. Xiao and Liu 3 took the corresponding railhead silhouettes in differential rail cants as the rail grinding target profiles and set the effective conicity, contact stress, and grinding amount as evaluation indices to obtain an optimal rail grinding target profile. For reducing the coefficient of derailment and improving the travel safety, H Doi 6 grounded the region of a rail gauge corner in a curve and optimized the grinding target profile. Zhou et al. 7 optimized the average wearing rail profile by the wheel/rail contact angle curve inverse method in curves, improving the wheel/rail contact status in curves. In order to form a conformal contact, Zhou et al. 8 optimized the grinding target profile of 60N, which decreased the contact stress of the wheel/rail and reduced the grinding amount greatly.
Previous work designed optimal rail grinding target profiles in sharp-radius curves based on practical rail grinding experience and determined the corresponding grinding solution. Wheel/rail contact performance is drastically improved, and the guidance ability of wheelset for rail vehicles is enhanced. But the designed optimal asymmetrical rail grinding target profiles are all determined based on experience: the parameterized model of the rail grinding target profile is not constructed. This means that the asymmetrical rail grinding target profiles cannot be adjusted smoothly and precisely, which would cause the problem that the designed asymmetrical rail grinding target profiles are sub-optimal; the grinding quality could not be guaranteed either.
This work focuses on the construction of a parameterized model of the asymmetrical rail grinding target profile using the nonuniform rational B-spline (NURBS) curve, taking weight factors of the NURBS curve as the adjusted variables for the railhead curve of the parameterized model. It solved the problem of the target profile not being adjusted continuously and precisely. Taking the weight factors as the design variables, two Kriging surrogate (KS) models of contact stress between outer rail and outer wheel, and wheel-diameter difference, are constructed. A multi-objective optimization model of asymmetrical rail grinding target profiles is established, in which the objective functions are the two KS models, and the optimization objectives are the minimum contact stress and the maximum wheeldiameter difference. Then, the precise optimal asymmetrical rail grinding target profile is designed using a multi-objective global optimization method.
The principle of asymmetrical rail grinding
The wheel/rail guidance of rail vehicles plays an important role in the change of the movement direction. It includes two guidance methods that depend on creep force moment and flange/rail contact. But the flange will contact with the inner side of the outer rail when the rail vehicle guiding depends on the flange in a curve, which will increase rail wear significantly. Therefore, the optimal wheel/rail guidance method in a curve depends on the creep force moment. The force and moment of the wheelset guiding depend on the creep force moment as shown in Figure 1 .
The creep force moment M is calculated using equation (1)
where j is the creep coefficient, l is the effective conicity of the tread, y * is the lateral offset of the wheelset center off the pure rolling line, S is the half-distance between the contact points of the wheelset, r is the nominal rolling radius, and R is the curvature radius. The assumption underlying the equation is the wheelset should have an appropriate lateral displacement.
l and y * are calculated in equations (2) and (3) accordingly
where R is the radius of railway curve; r i and r o are the rolling radii of the inner and outer wheel, respectively; y is the lateral offset of the wheelset; y 0 is the lateral offset of the wheelsets in pure rolling; and Dr is the radius difference between inner and outer wheel, respectively, calculated in equation (4) From equations (1)- (4), the effective conicity of the tread J and the lateral offset y * will increase with Dr when the lateral offset y remains constant, and the creep force moment M will also increase. It is beneficial for the wheelset to pass through the curve using the creep force moment guidance method, which means that the wheel/rail correlation will be improved.
With decrease in the side wear, the asymmetrical rail grinding could also reduce the shelling defects in gauge corner. But this requires grinding the gauge corner of the outer rail, which will decrease the rolling radius of the outer wheel; the guidance ability of wheelset will also decline. 9 Therefore, the gauge corner of the outer rail is not the key grinding region, 3 and it will not be ground in this work. The key regions of asymmetrical rail grinding are shown in Figure 2 .
The contact point of the outer rail in a curve moves from c o to c , which is beneficial for the train to pass through the curve via the creep force moment guidance method, meaning that the curve capacity of the rail vehicle will be improved.
Parameterization of the railhead curve of asymmetrical rail grinding
In order to analyze the corresponding contact stress s max and the rolling radius difference of the inner/outer wheel Dr in differential asymmetrical rail grinding target profiles, multi-groups of rail grinding target profiles with different railhead curves should be designed. As the asymmetrical rail grinding is aimed at a local region of a railhead curve, the parameterized model of the railhead curve must have the function to adjust the curve shape locally. An NURBS curve is a unified mathematical form that is used to describe standard analytical curves and free curves. It could also modify the local shape of a curve by moving reference points or adjusting weight factors. 10 Therefore, it is widely used in the curve parameterization of engineering structures. The cubic NURBS curve will be able to meet the requirements of engineering applications in practical settings. 11 Therefore, the cubic NURBS curve is selected to establish the parameterized model of the railhead curve.
The NURBS curve
An NURBS curve of degree p 10 could be defined as follows
where {P i } are the reference points, {w i } are the weight factors, and {N i,p (u)} are the B-spline basis functions of degree p that are defined in the aperiodic and nonuniform knot vector U (u 0 , u 1 ,., u m ). The {N i,p (u)} are defined in equation (6) 
where U is calculated in equation (3)
Parameterization of the railhead curve based on cubic NURBS curve An NURBS curve is defined by reference points {P i }, weight factors {w i }, and knot vector U, and the curve shape will change with the modification of any {P i }, {w i }, or U. In order to reduce computational effort and ensure the continuity and smoothness of the adjustment of the target profile, in this study, we adjust the local region of the railhead curve by modifying the weight factors {w i }, after which the parameterized model of the railhead curve based on adjustable weight factors is constructed.
The railhead curve of the 60N used in Chinese trunk routes is taken as the object to construct the NURBS parameterized curve of the asymmetrical rail grinding target profile. The curve segment that could contact with the tread, as shown in Figure 3 (a), is selected to be parameterized. Polar coordinates are used, using the center of the railhead curve as the origin. Then, 23 points are selected uniformly in the parameterized railhead curve as the data points, considering the adjustment accuracy and the number of the adjustment variables. The reference points {P 1 ,., P 25 }, shown in Figure 3 (b), are reconstructed using the NURBS interpolation method. 12 The knot vector U is calculated using the chord length parameterization method, 10 and all of the weight factors {w i } in each reference point are preset to 1. Then, the parameterized model of the asymmetrical rail grinding target profile is established, in which the segment of the railhead curve could be adjusted locally by modifying the weight factors.
The adjustment of the railhead curve based on adjustable weight factors
The region of the asymmetrical rail grinding is the outside railhead of the outer rail and the inside railhead of the inner rail, based on Figure 2 . It is also the region controlled by the weight factors w 16 , w 17 , and w 18 contrasting with the parameterized railhead curve shown in Figure 3 (b). Different asymmetrical rail grinding profiles, with differential railhead curves, will be obtained by modifying the adjustable weight factors w 16 , w 17 , and w 18 . The contrast of different target profiles with differential railhead curves in the grinding region is shown in Figure 4 , when w 16 , w 17 , and w 18 take different values.
Simulation of service performance for different target profiles
Evaluation indices of service performance for the target profile
Reducing rail side wear and improving the curve capacity of the wheelset are two important targets of asymmetrical rail grinding. Reducing the contact stress of the wheel/rail and increasing the rolling radius difference of the inner/outer wheel could achieve the two targets. 13 Therefore, the contact stress of the outer guidance wheelset and the rolling radius difference of the inner/outer wheels are taken as the two optimization indices.
Contact stress of wheel/rail. Increasing effective conicity usually reduces side wear, although it often increases contact stress. 3 Therefore, the wheel/rail contact stress should be reduced. The maximum contact stress s max is calculated in equation (8) 
where P is the maximum wheel/rail normal force in the contact zone and A is the area of the contact zone.
Rolling radius difference of the inner/outer wheel. As the creep force moment M increases with the rolling radius difference of the inner/outer wheel Dr, the vehicle will pass through the curve following the creep force moment guidance method. Therefore, Dr becomes an important index to evaluate the result of the asymmetrical rail grinding. In order to improve the curve capacity of the wheelset, Dr should be increased as much as possible. For the purpose of analyzing the impact of different rail grinding target profiles on Dr, the wheel/rail contact point trace line method, 15 using spline functions to fit the rail and wheel tread, is used to obtain the y-Dr curve.
Simulation model. Different asymmetrical rail grinding target profiles with differential railhead curves are obtained, while the differential adjustable weight factors w 16 , w 17 , and w 18 are taken to construct the NURBS curve. In order to determine the optimal target profile, the wheel/rail contact performance and curve capacity of differential asymmetrical rail grinding target profiles should be analyzed in differential target profiles. This analysis means that the contact stress s of the outer wheel/rail and the rolling radius difference Dr of the inner/outer wheel need to be calculated for differential target profiles. A rail section with a rightward curve using the 60N rail is set in SIMPACK. The radius of the curve is 4000 m, the rail cant is 1:40, the track gauge is 1435 mm, and the super elevation of outer rail is 120 mm. The running vehicles are the CRH2 electrical multiple units, the tread of the wheelset is LMa (the concrete tread shape is shown in Figure  5 ), the wheel back distance is 1493 mm, the radius of the wheel is 430 mm, and the travel speed is 80 km/h. The simulation model of wheel/rail contact performance and curve capacity constructed in SIMPACK is shown in Figure 5 , and the response quantities are taken when the train passes through the transition curve.
Simulation process. As the value of the contact stress s between the guiding wheel and outer rail is a maximum when the vehicle travels through a curve, the contact stress s is selected as the index to evaluate the contact performance of the target profile. Meanwhile, the rolling radius difference Dr of the guiding wheelset is selected as the index to evaluate curve capacity. Several combinations of the adjustable weight factors w 16 , w 17 , and w 18 are obtained using the Latin hyper cubic sampling method, and the corresponding railhead curves are constructed using the parameterized model of the target profile. Then, the corresponding data files are imported to the analysis model to obtain the contact stress s and the rolling radius difference Dr. The contact point with maximum contact stress and minimum rolling radius difference is selected as the data point, when multi-point contact condition appears. The specific analysis process is shown in Figure 6 .
KS models of wheel/rail performance and curve capacity
In order to construct the multi-objective optimization model of the asymmetrical rail grinding target profile, the objective functions need to be established to calculate the evaluation indices of many target profiles. Huge computational and low optimization efficiency will appear if the simulation method, as shown in Figure 6 , is taken to calculate the evaluation indices of the repeated target profiles. A KS model is a kind of interpolation method with a smoothing effect and minimum variance estimation, considering spatial correlation of variables sufficiently. 16 But additional time will be spent to construct a KS model, which would increase the optimization time, especially when the sampling points are huge. As it can forecast the dynamic transformation trend of variables based on the spatial correlation analysis of sample data, a KS model is used to fit the nonlinear characteristics of the wheel/rail contact stress and the curve capacity in this study.
Construction of KS models
Basic form of a KS model. A typical KS model is composed of two parts, a polynomial and a random distribution, 16 as in equation (9) y
where X is the surrogate model variable space and F(b, X ) is the regression model determined by known functions X that are calculated in equation (10) Fb,
whereb is the regression coefficient of variables, f(x) is the base function, and n is the number of training samples. Z(X) are the errors of random distribution, and their mean value is 0. Additionally, the variance is s 2 Z , and the covariance is given by
where x i and x j are any two points of the training sample and ½R(x i , x j ) is the correlation function, which is used to describe the relationship between x i and x j . As the Gaussian correlation function is usually used in engineering applications, the correlation function could be written as
where h is the number of design variables and x i k and x j k are the corresponding kth components of x i and x j in the training sample. The response valueŷ(x) and an estimated value of varianceŝ at any point x can be calculated using equations (13) and (14) y where r T is a relevance vector of length n, f is a unit column vector of length n, andb = ( f T R À1 y) À1 f T R À1 y. u k is the value of maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), which is calculated from equation (15) MLE = max
where the varianceŝ is calculated by equation (14) . The relevance vector r T between an unknown point and known sample data points could be calculated after the correlation parameter u k is obtained. Then, the response value of the wheel/rail contact stress s and rolling radius difference Dr are calculated using equation (9) .
Construction of KS models. Taking the adjustable weight factors w 16 , w 17 , and w 18 as the design variables of the KS model based on the parameterized model of the asymmetrical rail grinding target profile shown in Figure 3 . The KS models of wheel/rail contact performance and curve capacity are established in the construction, as shown in Figure 7 .
Several groups points of weight factors are sampled in the experimental design method after the value ranges of the design variables as w 16 , w 17 , and w 18 are determined. The indices of wheel/rail contact performance s and curve capacity Dr under different combinations of adjustable weight factors are simulated in the analysis process, as shown in Figure 6 . The corresponding indices are taken as the training samples to construct KS models of wheel/rail contact performance and curve capacity. And an error test method is taken to guarantee the fitting accuracy of the KS model.
Experiment design
Multiple groups of sample points of adjustable weight factors need to be obtained during the modeling of KS models of wheel/rail contact performance and curve capacity. The Latin hyper cubic experiment method is used to obtain sample points of adjustable weight factors, as it could sample uniformly, thus avoiding the data missing problem. 17 The value ranges of the experiment design are shown in Table 1 . The number of training samples is usually three times the quadratic polynomial coefficient k in the modeling of a KS model, and the corresponding coefficient k = (n + 1)(n + 2)/2, n is the number of variables. 18 As the number of design variables in this study is 3, so the number of training samples of the two KS models is 30.
A total of 30 groups of adjustable weight factors are obtained using the Latin hyper cubic experiment design method, and the corresponding wheel/rail contact stress s and rolling radius difference Dr are simulated in the wheel/rail contact performance and curve capacity analysis process as shown in Figure 6 . The simulation results are shown in Table 2 .
KS models of wheel/rail contact performance and curve capacity
The correlation matrix R and unit column vector f are calculated based on the training sample of the KS models, as shown in Table 2 . The correlation coefficients of the two KS modelsb s andb Dr are calculated as followŝ
Then, R À1 (y À fb) is calculated using R, y, f, andb The estimated value of unbiased varianceŝ 2 of KS models is calculated using equation (14) . Then, the correlation parameters of contact stress and rolling radius difference u ks and u kDr are calculated using an MLE, as shown in equation (15) . The concrete values of the correlation parameters are as follows The relevance vectors r T are calculated after the correlation parameters u k are determined, and the response value of any unknown design point could be calculated. Then, the KS models of contact stress s and rolling radius difference Dr are constructed as per Figure 8 . The modeling time is 2.3 s, and the memory consumption is 216.3 M.
Error test
To guarantee the fitting accuracy of the constructed KS models of wheel/rail contact stress s and rolling radius difference Dr, the root mean square error (RMSE) 19 is used to estimate the fitting accuracy of the two KS models.
From equation (13), the mean square error (MSE) of any response value of the KS model is
where m = f T R 21 r 2 fu k . To guarantee the accuracy of the KS model, the RMSE must be a minimum and .0. In the error testing, 10 groups of adjustable weight factors in Table 2 are selected randomly to plug into the KS models to calculate the fitting values of s and Dr. Then, the fitting values of s and Dr are compared to the corresponding values simulated by SIMPACK in 
Multi-objective optimization of the target profile

Multi-objective optimization model
To decrease side wear and improve the curve capacity of the rail vehicle, the contact stress value s should be reduced and the rolling radius difference Dr should be increased as much as possible. Therefore, the multiobjective optimization model of the target profile is established, in which the optimization objectives are a smaller contact stress s and a greater rolling radius difference Dr, the design variables are the adjustable weight factors Optimization of the adjustable weight factors based on nondominated sorting genetic algorithm II
The nondominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II) has a superior searching performance, and its computation efficiency of the optimal solution of Pareto is improved so significantly that it selects the individuals close to the Pareto front as the elite individuals in the process of the optimizing. 20 Therefore, NSGA-II is selected as the multi-objective optimization algorithm to search for the optimum weight factors in equation (18) . The initial pop size is 12, maximum generation is 200, and the crossover probability is 0.9. The whole 2400 interpolations of the optimization are shown in Figure 9 . The optimizing target of the NSGA-II is to obtain the suitable adjustable weight factors that makes the contact stress value s sufficiently small and rolling radius difference Dr sufficiently large. That is to say, the Pareto noninferior solution of the s and Dr need to be searched. A relatively obvious Pareto front has been formed after 2400 interpolations from the interpolation process of adjustable weight factors, as shown in Figure  9 . The Pareto solution of the s and Dr fluctuates significantly in the first 450 interpolations and then converges to form a relatively stable Pareto solution. The concrete values of the contact stress s and rolling radius difference Dr remain at 1500 and 9.0, respectively. Therefore, a stable Pareto noninferior solution of optimal adjustable weight factors, as shown in Figure 10 , is found after 2400 iterations. And the optimization time is 4.7 s, and the memory consumption is 591.3 M. The optimal Pareto solution is shown in Table 3 .
Service performance of wheel/rail: contrast between original and optimal versions
The optimal weight factors of w 16 , w 17 , and w 18 are plugged into the parameterized railhead curve model of the asymmetrical rail grinding target profile based on an NURBS curve. Then, the optimal target profile is obtained, as shown in Figure 11 .
The wheel/rail contact performance and curve capacity in sharp-radius curves are simulated using the process shown in Figure 6 , in which the rail profile is the optimal target profile, as shown in Figure 11 . The timedomain graph of contact stress and rolling radius difference is shown in Figure 12(a) and (b) .
From the analysis of Figure 12 (a), the contact stress value in the optimal target profile is almost equivalent with the original profile during the period 2.5-4.5 s. However, it decreased rapidly to remain around 1500 MPa, which is smaller than the corresponding value of 2250 MPa in the original target profile. This decrease means that the wheel/rail contact performance has been improved after optimization. From the analysis of Figure 12(b) , the rolling radius difference in the optimal target profile is consistent with that of the original profile during the first 5 s. However, it then rapidly increased, which indicates that the curve capacity has been improved after optimization. Therefore, the effectiveness of the optimization method in this study is verified.
Conclusion
This article constructed the parameterized model of the asymmetrical rail grinding target profile in sharp-radius curves based on an NURBS curve. The indices of wheel/rail contact performance and curve capacity in differential asymmetrical rail grinding profiles are also simulated using the analysis model constructed in SIMPACK. The optimization model of the target profile based on the two established KS models of wheel/ rail contact performance and curve capacity is constructed and then the optimum target profile is obtained by the optimization of the adjustable weight factors. Our principal conclusions are as follows: Figure 10 . Pareto noninferior solution of the adjustable weight factors. Figure 11 . The optimal target profile of asymmetrical rail grinding.
1. The parameterized model of the asymmetrical rail grinding target profile in sharp-radius curves is constructed based on an NURBS curve. The weight factors of the NURBS curve are taken as the design variables, to adjust the railhead curve in the region of the asymmetrical rail grinding, and then the railhead curve could be adjusted continuously and smoothly. 2. The indices of wheel/rail contact performance and curve capacity in differential combinations of the adjustable weight factors are simulated using the model in SIMPACK. On this basis, two KS models of wheel/rail contact performance and curve capacity are constructed, which provide a high-fitting surrogate analysis model for the optimization of the target profile. 3. The multi-objective optimization model of the symmetrical rail grinding target profile is proposed, in which the objective functions are the two KS models of wheel/rail contact performance and curve capacity. The NSGA-II is employed in order to optimize the adjustable weight factors to obtain the optimum Pareto solution of the weight factors. Then, the optimum target profile of the asymmetrical rail grinding is obtained by plugging the optimum adjustable weight factors into the parameterized railhead curve model. The optimal results indicate that the wheel/rail contact stress value of the guidance wheel decreased significantly, and the rolling radius difference also increased, which demonstrates the viability of this method. 4. It must be admitted that the proposed approach is only validated by simulation, which cannot validate the effectiveness of the approach. And the actual physical experiment, combining with the control system of the rail grinding vehicle, should be carried out.
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